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ECOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTS

Suppose you are packing a bag to go visit some friends or relatives for a winter vacation. 
You live in the southern part of the United States. Even in winter, your hometown is warm; 
but your relatives live far up North, where it is cold in the winter. You’ll need to pack some 
warm clothes to protect you from the cold wind and snow. You will also bring your camera 
to take pictures of the wildlife up North. Your hometown is near a sandy desert that has 
cacti, rattlesnakes, and antelope. But your relatives live near a forest with tall trees, deer, 
and moose.

Why do some areas have forests and cold weather, while other areas have dry, sandy 
deserts? What makes these areas different from each other? What are these areas called? 

Earth’s Biomes
An area that has similar ecosystems and a similar 
climate is called a biome. Earth has many different types 
of biomes. Biomes can be classifi ed by their abiotic 
(nonliving) factors. For example, biomes can differ in 
the type of soil they have, how much water they have, 
their climate, and their geology. Each biome is a home to 
organisms that are adapted to life there. The biotic factors 
that live in a biome are dependent on the abiotic factors available in that biome.

• Freshwater: About 3% of water on Earth is 
fresh water. Areas around fresh water sources 
are called freshwater biomes. Fresh water 
is water that contains very little, or no, salt. 
Organisms that live in freshwater biomes 
cannot survive in salt water. Freshwater 
biomes include rivers, lakes, ponds, streams, 
and wetlands. Algae are tiny plants that live 
in freshwater biomes. They use energy from 
the Sun to make their own food. Many other 
organisms that live in freshwater biomes 
depend on the algae for food. 

refl ect

ecosystem: a system 
consisting of the 
interactions that occur 
between the living and 
nonliving things in an area
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• Marine: About 97% of Earth’s water is salty. Areas 
made up of salt water are called marine biomes. 
Marine biomes include oceans, coral reefs, and 
estuaries. Some marine biomes are warm, such 
as tropical reefs. Some marine biomes are cold, 
such as the Arctic and Southern oceans. Marine 
biomes are home to many different kinds of 
organisms. Sharks, whales, fi sh, sponges, and 
plankton all make their home in marine biomes. 
All of these organisms are adapted to live in salt 
water.

•  Desert: Deserts are 
biomes with very 
little precipitation 
and extreme 
temperatures. Some deserts are hot most of the 
time, such as the Chihuahuan desert in Texas. 
Other deserts are cold most of the time. Did you 
know that Antarctica is a desert? It gets very little 
precipitation and has extremely cold temperatures 
all year. Organisms that live in deserts are very 
good at conserving water and surviving in extreme 
temperatures. 

• Forest: There are several types of forest biomes. 
Forests that get a lot of rain are called rainforests. 
Forests with trees that shed their leaves in the fall 
are called deciduous forests. Some forests have 
trees that stay green all year. These are called 
coniferous forests. Many types of organisms 
make their home in the forest biomes. For 
example moose, deer, and mice commonly live in 
deciduous or conifer forests. Tree frogs, toucans, 
monkeys, and vines typically live in rainforests. 

plankton: microscopic 
plants and animals that 
live in water
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• Grassland: A grassland biome is well named since 
it is covered with grasses! Grasslands may also 
have a few short trees, bushes, or shrubs. The 
grassland biome usually has rich soil that supports 
the grassy vegetation. Many organisms in the 
grassland biome depend on the plants for food and 
shelter. Grasslands are home to grazing animals, 
such as bison or antelope. 

• Tundra: Tundra biomes, like deserts, are very 
dry. They are also cold most of the year. The 
tundra has little vegetation because of the harsh 
conditions. Most plants that inhabit the tundra 
have adapted to the cold, windy conditions. They 
are short and sturdy, making it diffi cult for them to 
be blown down by the wind. Most of the animals 
that live in the tundra migrate to warmer areas in 
the wintertime. The animals that stay are adapted 
to the cold weather and scarce food. For example, 
some animals grow thicker fur or hibernate. 

Deserts are a harsh environment. You would have a hard time surviving in a desert biome. 
You might be surprised to learn that deserts are full of life. Desert organisms are able to 
survive extreme temperatures, very little rainfall, and scarce food. Deserts cannot support 
as many organisms as a rainforest, but they are not lifeless. The swift fox, red tailed hawk, 
rattlesnake, kangaroo rat, bighorn sheep, and horned lizard are just some of the many 
organisms that live in the desert. 

Suppose that a scientist has discovered a new species of animal. This animal has large 
ears that help heat escape from its body, keeping the animal cool. The animal only comes 
out at night, when it’s cooler, to hunt. It has wide paws that help it walk through sandy 
soil. It can get all the water it needs from the food it eats. In which biome do you think this 
animal lives? Explain your answer. 

look out!

what do you think?
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Organisms in Habitats
The place in which an organism naturally lives and grows is called a habitat. A habitat 
includes all the biotic and abiotic factors that help the organism survive. Some habitats 
are large. An animal that migrates hundreds of miles to fi nd food needs a very large 
habitat to support itself. Some organisms only need a very small habitat. Their habitats are 
called microhabitats. “Micro-” comes from a Greek word for “small.” A microhabitat might 
be a vegetable garden, a schoolyard, or even the space between two rocks. Usually the 
organisms living in a microhabitat are also small. Earthworms, insects, and fungi are some 
examples of organisms that live in microhabitats. The organisms sharing a microhabitat 
depend on each other for survival. For example, when an earthworm digs into the ground 
it loosens the soil around it. This helps plant roots to grow into the soil to get nutrients and 
water.

Healthy Ecosystems 
Have you ever visited a rainforest or seen a photograph of one? Rainforests are home to 
many different kinds of organisms. This type of forest has high biodiversity. Biodiversity 
is a scientifi c term that combines two words: “biological” (living) and “diversity” (variety). 
Biodiversity is a measure of how many different species 
are living in one area. An ecosystem with only a few 
species of organisms has low biodiversity. An ecosystem 
like a rainforest with many species of organisms has high 
biodiversity. It is home to many types of producers, such 
as trees, vines, and fruit plants. It also has many types of 
consumers, such as birds, monkeys, sloths, and snakes. 

Ecosystems with high biodiversity are healthier than 
ecosystems with low biodiversity. Why is that? Suppose 

you are studying an ecosystem that only has one type of 
producer (grass) and one type of consumer (rabbits). If 
the grass dies off, all the rabbits will die, too. The entire 
ecosystem will collapse. What if the ecosystem had 
several types of producers instead of just one? Then, even 
if the grass died off, the rabbits would have several other 
types of plants they could eat. An ecosystem with many 
different types of species can survive the loss of a single 
species. 

producer: an organism 
such as a plant that can 
make its own food

consumer: an organism 
that eats plants or other 
organisms
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Changing Ecosystems
The picture on the right shows a tiny plant growing in 
an ecosystem that was likely destroyed by hot liquid 
rock (called lava) from a volcano. This is similar to 
what happened in 1980 when a volcano named Mount 
St. Helens erupted. The forests that once surrounded 
the mountain were gone. The trees, along with fungi, 
plants, and animals, were killed by the eruption. The 
mountainside was covered with lava, ash, and other 
harmful substances. It seemed as if nothing would 
ever grow there again. But just a few months later, scientists noticed small fungi and 
plants growing out of the ash. Over the next 30 years, many living things returned to the 
mountainside. Today, trees, grasses, fungi, and large and small animals live in the area 
once again. 

The growth of an ecosystem over time is called succession. After the eruption of Mount St. 
Helens, there was almost nothing left of the previous ecosystem. Soon, small organisms 
such as fungi and tiny plants began to grow. They made the ecosystem more livable for 
other, larger organisms. The ecosystem was eventually fi lled with bacteria, fungi, plants, 
and animals that were all interacting with each other. Succession can also happen on a 
smaller scale. For example, if you plant a garden, you must fi rst get rid of all the weeds. 
You might even put a fence around the garden to keep animals out. But if you do not take 
care of the garden regularly, the weeds will grow back. Eventually, other plants and animals 
will also return to the area. The space you marked out as a garden will eventually go 
“natural” again. 
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Scientists in the Spotlight: Eugene Odum
Dr. Eugene Odum was an ecologist. Ecology is the study of how the abiotic and biotic 
factors in an ecosystem interact. In the 1950s, very few scientists studied ecology. 
Scientists studied individual organisms, but they usually did not observe how organisms 
interact with each other and their environments. Dr. Odum looked at the natural world as 
a system with many interacting parts. He and his brother, Howard, wrote the fi rst textbook 
about ecology. Dr. Odum was responsible for getting many other scientists and students 
interested in ecology. This interest in ecology led people to understand the impact of 
humans on the natural world. People began to look for ways they could help, rather than 
harm, nature.

What do you know?
Use what you know about ecosystems and environments to fi ll out the table below. First, 
decide if you agree or disagree with the statement in the left column. Write an “X” next to 
your choice. Then, explain your decision in the right column.

Agree/Disagree? Explanation

The tundra is a biome with tall trees and 
lots of rainfall.

_____ Agree 

_____ Disagree

A habitat contains all of the abiotic and 
biotic factors an organism needs to live.

_____ Agree
   

_____ Disagree

A farmer has a large fi eld with one type 
of crop. This area has high biodiversity.

_____ Agree

_____ Disagree
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Ecological Succession after a Natural Disaster
To help your child learn more about 
succession, work together to create 
a teaching tool for educating younger 
students. This teaching tool could take many 
forms, but a suggestion is to author a small 
storybook about an ecosystem recovering 
from a natural disaster. An example could 
be the regrowth of the forest community at 
Mount St. Helens or an area in Texas such 
as the Bastrop State Park recovering from a 
wildfi re.

First, research the event with your child. It 
might help to construct a timeline with the 
following items:

• When did the disaster occur?

• When did the fi rst organisms return to 
the ecosystem?

• When did the ecosystem return to 
normal? If it hasn’t, when do scientists 
expect it to?

Research the ecological facts of the event:

• What types of organisms lived in the 
area before the disaster occurred? 
What happened to them during the 
disaster? 

• What kinds of organisms came back to 
the area later? What was the order of 
succession of the returning organisms?

• Did the structure of the ecosystem 
change from how it was before? Did 
any non-native species start growing in 
the area? 

Structure the storybook from the perspective 
of an organism that lived in that area. For 
example, the story could be told from the 
perspective of a pine tree. Perhaps the 
forest fi re burned the adult trees, but the 
pinecones survived and grew into new 
pine trees. One of these pine trees could 
describe how it noticed other organisms 
returning to the ecosystem over time.

Find photographs or draw pictures that detail 
how the ecosystem looked before and after 
the natural disaster. Use these images as a 
guide for the book’s illustrations. Encourage 
your child to be creative, but make sure the 
scientifi c information is accurate. 

Here are some questions to discuss with 
your child:

• How did this disaster affect the 
ecosystem?

• How did the ecosystem grow back over 
time?

• Which organisms began to grow fi rst? 
How did they help make the ecosystem 
more livable for other organisms?

connecting with your child
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